PLEASE READ CAREFULLY BEFORE SUBMITTING THIS CUSTOM ORDER FORM
Please print clearly. Make 3 copies to submit to Aircraft Extras, Inc.
Each personalized model is a one-of-a-kind, built completely to your specifications. You pick the model,
variant, markings, registration numbers, and paint scheme.
We want your personalized replica to be as accurate as possible, so the information you provide is important.
Send any additional information with this order form that you think will help our craftsman create your
model accurately. Do not assume they have pre formed models of your aircraft. The more information you
supply, the more accurate the model.
Good clear photographs from all angles are ideal. Include manufacturer paint chips or color codes if you
have them. If you have one photo that can be used to match, designate this photo to be used for the color
match. Please give us detailed description of all colors and pictures of what you want the paint scheme to
look like, . . in all directions. We will return all photos.
Make us aware of an details that are of particular importance to you, especially if they are not clearly visible
in the photos. REMEMBER, we can’t reproduce it if we don’t know it is there.
Aircraft with retractable gear will be built with the landing gear in the retracted position, UNLESS you
choose the extended gear option on the order form. Aircraft with fixed gear will be built at no additional
cost.
Allow 120 days for the completion of your model.

PERSONALIZED MODEL ORDER FORM
4908 Mc Kenna Ct., Columbus, OH 43221
(614) 876-6345 sales@aircraftextras.com
www.aircraftextras.com

NAME:
_____________________________________
ADDRESS: _____________________________________
CITY:
_____________________________________
COUNTRY: ________
PHONE:
(_____)_____-_________________________
E-MAIL ADDRESS: ______________________________

STATE: __________ ZIP CODE _________

AIRCRAFT MANUF.: _____________________________ TYPE: ______________
NUMBER of MODELS REQUESTED: __________
GEAR EXTENDED?: __YES____NO____
* NOTE: Gear extended is an additional charge of $60. Aircraft with fixed gear will be at no extra charge.
DISPLAY STAND
CARVED STAND LOGO: _______________________________ Example: Vans Aircraft
RV-6A
BRASS TYPE PLATE: __________________________________ NOTE: Limit 20 characters per line
__________________________________
__________________________________
REGISTRATION NUMBER: ________________ Do you want it on the plane as pictured?:_YES__NO_
PAINT COLORS:__________________________________ (give paint numbers & manuf. if available)
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
PROPELLER MANUF: _____________________ No of BLADES: _1__2__3__4__5__6__
FRONT BLADE COLOR: ___________________ BACK BLADE COLOR: _______________________
DESCRIBE PAINT SCHEME IN DETAIL (shading, things not pictured well, etc.)

DESCRIBE MODIFICATIONS YOU WANT ON THE MODEL IF ANY:

ANTENNA INFO: (Do you want all antennas depicted? Describe where if not pictured)

LANDING GEAR or LIGHTS: (Do you want all features depicted? Describe where if not pictured)

